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1: Leonid Meteor Shower When Is It, Where to Watch and Weather Forecast
For more than 20 years Earth Networks has operated the world's largest and most comprehensive weather observation,
lightning detection, and climate networks.

Where weather happens[ edit ] Marestail shows moisture at high altitude, signalling the later arrival of wet
weather. The Sahara in northern Africa, for instance, is almost uniformly hot, sunny and dry all year long
especially due to the non-stop presence of high atmospheric pressure aloft, whereas weather trends on the
Indian subcontinent and in the western Pacific , for instance, the monsoonal belt, occur gradually over the very
long term, and the diurnal weather patterns remain constant. Weather folklore , therefore, refers to this
mid-latitude region of daily variability. While most of it applies equally to the Southern Hemisphere , the
Southern Hemisphere resident may need to take into account the fact that weather systems rotate opposite to
those in the North. For instance, the "crossed winds" [4] rule see below must be reversed for the Australian
reader. Reliability[ edit ] Sayings which may be locally accurate[ edit ] Folkloric content usually has some
locally based observational validity which allows these sayings to stand the test of time. Some of these
observations may even have scientific explanations. Below are some of such examples. It gives them an
appearance that somewhat resembles black smoke. Red sky at night[ edit ] A red sunset probably [1] means
dry weather the next day. Air molecules scatter the shorter blue wavelengths of sunlight, but particles of dust,
soot and other aerosols scatter the longer red wavelength of sunlight in a process called Rayleigh scattering. At
sunrise and sunset, the sun is lower in the sky causing the sunlight to travel through more of the atmosphere so
scattering more light. In the morning the light is eastwards, and so a red sky then indicates the high pressure
and better weather has already passed, and an area of low pressure is following behind. In western European
seas, this description of wind direction is an excellent illustration of how the weather events of an active low
pressure area [8] present themselves. With the approach of a low, easterly winds typically pick up. These
gusty winds can be unpleasant for a number of reasons; they are often uncomfortably warm, dry, and dusty in
the summer and bitterly cold in the winter. Northerly winds, which follow around a low, are cold and blustery.
Sailing in conditions of northerly winds requires expertise and a boat capable of handling heavy waves.
Southerly winds usually bring warm temperatures, and though they may not necessarily feed the fish, they do
provide pleasant fishing weather. The best circumstance, however, is to have a westerly wind blowing; the
wind condition is likely to persist for some time, the weather should remain fair and clear, and the wind should
be relatively constant. Typically, if there is any heavy precipitation, it will accompany the passage of the cold
front. When a low passes to the south, on the other hand, winds will initially pick up from the east, but will
gradually shift to northerly. Overcast skies and steady precipitation often occur as the center of the low passes
due south, but skies will clear and winds will gradually become westerly as the low moves off to the east. No
observer will experience all the weather elements of a low in a single passage. Calm conditions, especially
with clear skies, indicate the dominance of a high pressure area. Because highs are broad regions of
descending air, they discourage the formation of phenomena typically associated with weather, such as clouds,
wind, and precipitation. Calm conditions, though, may also result from a circumstance known as "the calm
before the storm," in which a large thunderstorm cell to the west may be updrafting the westerly surface wind
before it can arrive locally. This situation is readily identifiable by looking to the west â€” such an
approaching storm will be close enough to be unmistakable. Such high-level moisture is a precursor to
moisture moving in at increasingly lower levels, and is a good indicator that an active weather system is on its
way. Halos typically evolve into what is known as "milk sky", when the sky appears clear, but the typical blue
is either washed-out or barely noticeable. This high, thick cirrostratus cloud is a clear indicator of an
approaching low. In the coldest days of winter, a halo around the sun is evidence of very cold and typically
clear air at and above the surface. But sun dogs are indicators that weather conditions are likely to change in
the next 18 to 36 hours. Moisture in the air causes wood to swell, making doors and windows sticky, and salt
is a very effective absorber of moisture. With a high level of moisture in the air, the likelihood of precipitation
is increased. A summer fog for fair, A winter fog for rain. A fact most everywhere, In valley or on plain. Fog
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is formed when the air cools enough that the vapour pressure encourages condensation over evaporation. In
order for the air to be cool on a summer night, the sky must be clear, so excess heat can be radiated into space.
Cloudy skies act like a blanket, absorbing and reradiating the heat, keeping it in. So if it is cool enough and
clear enough for fog to form, it will probably be clear the next day. Above the ocean or a large lake, air is
typically more humid than above land. When the humid air moves over cold land, it will form fog and
precipitation. To the east of the North American Great Lakes , this is a common phenomenon, and is known as
the " lake effect. It is almost exclusively an urban phenomenon, when the air is so cold that any vapor pressure
results in condensation, and additional vapour emitted by automobiles, household furnaces, and industrial
plants simply accumulates as fog. When sounds travel far and wide, A stormy day will betide. This piece of
lore is true in summer but conditionally false in winter. Moisture-laden air is a better conductor of sound than
dry air, so moist air carries sounds farther. In winter, temperature also becomes an important factor. If the air
is warm and moist, the rule holds. If the air is very cold, it is also very dense and a better sound conductor than
warm air, and also likely to be much drier. When sounds carry over a long distance, the cold, clear weather is
likely to linger. This rule may be true under a few special circumstances, otherwise it is false. If the
upper-level clouds are moving from the right, a low-pressure area has passed and the weather will improve; if
from the left, a low pressure area is arriving and the weather will deteriorate. Reverse for the Southern
Hemisphere. This is known as the "crossed-winds" rule. Outflow winds typically blow opposite to the updraft
zone, and clouds carried in the upper level wind will appear to be moving against the surface wind. However,
if such a storm is in the offing, it is not necessary to observe the cloud motions to know rain is a good
possibility. The nature of airflows directly at a frontal boundary can also create conditions in which lower
winds contradict the motions of upper clouds, and the passage of a frontal boundary is often marked by
precipitation. Most often, however, this situation occurs in the lee of a low pressure area, to the north of the
frontal zones and convergence region, and does not indicate a change in weather, but rather, that the weather,
fair or showery, will remain so for a period of hours at least. There have been medical studies done which
indicate some people experience this effect. This has the effect of aggravating already-irritated nerves near
corns, cavities, or arthritic joints. Fallibility of lore[ edit ] One of the problems in testing the veracity of
traditions about the weather is the wide variety to be found in the details of sayings and traditions. Some
variations are regional, while others exhibit less of a pattern. Empirical studies[ edit ] One case where weather
lore has been studied for reliability against actual weather observations is the Groundhog Day lore. It predicts
that if the groundhog sees its shadow on this day February 2 , six weeks of winter remain. One analysis
concluded the creature demonstrated no ability to predict. There are some meteorological basis suggested, but
is a fuzzy mechanism, and fixing a precise date compromises the effectiveness.
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2: San Francisco, California 7 Day Weather Forecast - The Weather Network
The Weather Channel and www.enganchecubano.com provide a national and local weather forecast for cities, as well
as weather radar, report and hurricane coverage.

You can help by adding to it. Temperature[ edit ] Measurements of Martian temperature predate the Space
Age. However, early instrumentation and techniques of radio astronomy produced crude, differing results.
With chemical composition already deduced from spectroscopy , temperature and pressure could then be
derived. This results in weather "snapshots" at a particular area, at a particular time. Orbiters then increase the
number of radio transects. Later missions, starting with the dual Mariner 6 and 7 flybys, plus the Soviet Mars
2 and 3 , carried infrared detectors to measure radiant energy. Mariner 9 was the first to place an infrared
radiometer and spectrometer in Mars orbit in , along with its other instruments and radio transmitter. In
southern spring and summer, variance is dominated by dust storms which increase the value of the night low
temperature and decrease the daytime peak temperature. As the microwave beam, of under 1 arcminute, is
larger than the disk of the planet, the results are global averages. The datasets "suggest generally colder
atmospheric temperatures and lower dust loading in recent decades on Mars than during the Viking Mission,"
[31] although Viking data had previously been revised downward. While MCS and TES temperatures are
generally consistent, [34] investigators report possible cooling below the analytical precision. Such an
atmosphere would have raised the temperature, at least in some places, to above the freezing point of water. It
also may have gathered together to form lakes and maybe an ocean. For many years, it was assumed that as
with the Earth, most of the early carbon dioxide was locked up in minerals, called carbonates. However,
despite the use of many orbiting instruments that looked for carbonates, very few carbonate deposits have been
found. Researchers have discovered a two-step process that sends the gas into space. A second photon of
ultraviolet light could subsequently break the carbon monoxide into oxygen and carbon which would get
enough energy to escape the planet. In this process the light isotope of carbon C 12 would be most likely to
leave the atmosphere. Hence, the carbon dioxide left in the atmosphere would be enriched with the heavy
isotope C
3: Surrey, British Columbia 7 Day Weather Forecast - The Weather Network
The Philadelphia Eagles will open division play under the lights in East Rutherford, New Jersey against the New York
Giants on Thursday Night Football. Kickoff is scheduled for p.m. ET, but.

4: Yorkton, Saskatchewan 7 Day Weather Forecast - The Weather Network
Be prepared with the most accurate day forecast for Charlotte, NC with highs, lows, chance of precipitation from The
Weather Channel and www.enganchecubano.com

5: Sacramento, CA Forecast | Weather Underground
Ian Livingston Ian Livingston is a forecaster/photographer and information lead for the Capital Weather Gang. By day,
Ian is a defense and national security researcher at a D.C. think tank.

6: Climate of Mars - Wikipedia
The Dead weather no hassle night from the album Horehound.

7: Weather lore - Wikipedia
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Weather Underground provides local & long range weather forecasts, weather reports, maps & tropical weather
conditions for locations worldwide.

8: Tampa, FL Forecast | Weather Underground
Find the most current and reliable 7 day weather forecasts, storm alerts, reports and information for Yorkton, SK, CA
with The Weather Network.

9: Day Weather Forecasts & Weekend Weather | WeatherBug
A green laser beam pierces through the night sky and moves across until it reaches Crux, often called the Southern
Cross. This part of the world doesn't have a fixed point in space like Polaris, the North Star.
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